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Abstract—In today’s personalized business environment, organizations are providing bulk of information regarding their
products and services. Recommender system has various accomplishment on exploiting auxiliary information in matrix factorization. To handle data sparsity problem most recommender
systems utilized deep learning techniques for in-depth analysis
of item content to generate more accurate recommendations.
However, these systems still have a research gap on how to
handle user reviews effectively. Reviews that were written by
users contain a large amount of information that can be utilized
for more accurate predictions. This paper proposes a Hybrid
Model to address the sparsity problem, convolutional neural
network and topic modeling for recommender system, which
extract the contextual features of both items and users by utilizing
Deep Learning Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) along with
Topic Modeling (Lda2vec) technique to generate latent factors
of user and item. Topic Modeling is used to capture important
topics from side information and deep learning is used to
provide contextual information. To demonstrate the effectiveness
of the research, an extensive experimental sets were performed
on four public datasets (Amazon Instant Video, Kindle store,
Health and Personal Care, Automotive). Results demonstrate
that the proposed model outperformed the other state of the
art approaches.

product and helps in improving the decision-making process
of the organization [2].
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Lda2vec; Convolutional Neural Network (CNN); data sparsity
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Cognitive filtering is another name of content-based filtering.
CBF recommend item even if no rating to that item is available
in the database. It is based on the content provided by user in
the form of rating or reviews. The more information provided
by the user more accurate recommendations will be provided
[8].It focuses on machine learning algorithms that capture user
and item choices into user and item profiles respectively and
recommend items to users having higher similarity with the
user profile. To understand what user and item profile are
considered movies as items that have different actor, director,
genre etc. and user profile has demographic information, user
clicks, ratings and selected items i.e. movie [9], [10].

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Recommender systems have become the core component
of many e-commence organizations (i.e. movies web sites, elibraries, articles, news, music, etc.) which avails it to predict
the liking and disliking of users. To increase their business
revenues companies are widely using these intelligent systems. Recommender systems gained much importance with
extensive usage of the internet. It focuses on user needs and
providing what they possibly want. Recommender systems
are information retrieval system which help users to get their
required data from this bulk of information [1].Both users and
organizations can get benefit form recommender systems. It
helps user to save plenty of time while searching for online

Various recommendation techniques have been proposed in
literature and are classified as collaborative filtering technique
(CF), content-based filtering technique (CBF) and hybrid filtering technique (HF) [1]–[4].Amazon, Google News, Netflix
and many other organizations are using Recommender System
to target their customers. CF is one of the most widely used
techniques in recommender system it can make recommendations on the basis of historical information or previously
buying behavior of users to predict which item is liked by the
user.This technique is based on user-item rating matrix which
utilizes given users rating and predicts unknown ratings in the
sparse matrix [5].
CF is further categorized into memory-based collaborative filtering and model-based collaborative filtering. Memory-based
collaborative filtering applies the entire database i.e. likes,
votes, clicks, etc. for rating prediction. In model-based filtering, deep learning techniques are used to construct models,train
machine to learn those models and use those models to predict
ratings of unrated items [5]–[7].

Hybrid filtering is the union of both collaborative and contentbased filtering. Both CF and CB filtering have their own pros
and cons, the suitability of each approach depends on the
situation in which it is used. In order to get benefit from both of
them, hybrid filtering is used which suppresses the limitation
of one technique alone. The hybrid filtering technique provides
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more accurate recommendations than the other two techniques
and the performance of recommender systems using a hybrid
filtering technique is much more than RS which separately
using content or collaborative filtering technique. Different
hybrid filtering techniques have been proposed in the literature,
however, recommender system still requires some improvements on issues like data sparsity and cold-start problem [2].
Data sparsity problem is one of the most challenging assignments in recommender system. Data sparsity problem
occurs when the user rated only a few items or there exist
deficient feedback data. Many real-time applications are facing
this sparsity issue. CF fail to provide recommendation to
user with scarce rating data. Most CF use rating matrix for
recommendation task and ignores the important information
available in user reviews which improves rating prediction.
Various techniques have been proposed in the literature to
handle data sparsity problems by combining user ratings and
reviews. However, there exists a research gap of data sparsity
in recommender system which need improvements and more
accurate recommendations [11], [12].
To deal with this data sparsity problem in RS, a hybrid
model is proposed which fuses rating data along with the
information (reviews) of both user and item. The proposed
model is termed as the Hybrid model of Convolutional Neural
Network and Topic Modeling (HCNNTM) for recommender
system which handles data sparsity problem, model unites
CNN + Lda2vec into PMF to achieve latent factors of both the
user and item enriched with topic information. PMF is used
because it outperforms on sparse, imbalance and large datasets,
which provides more efficient and accurate recommendations.
Experimental evidence illustrates that using deep learning and
topic modeling techniques along with the side information
of both user and item content improves the performance of
recommender system. The major contribution of this study suggested a Hybrid content Embedding Model for Recommender
System, HCNNTM, which combines topic modeling with
deep learning techniques to provide topic enriched contextual
features of both user and item which will improve accuracy of
rating prediction. This research uses two convolutional neural
networks for item side information and Lda2vec for user side
information and generates latent factors of both user and item.
Experimental findings show that the proposed model not only
handle data sparsity problem but also enhance rating prediction
accuracy when compared with other state-of-art models.
The organization of this paper follows the related work of the
RS in Section 2; the proposed model is described in Section 3;
experimental findings and Results comparisons and discussion
are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 will present the
conclusion and future work.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

An immense amount of work on the recommender system
using side information has been studied. This section will
highlight the researchers’ contribution and its relevance to the
proposed technique.
Earlier, a recommender system uses either collaborative filtering or content-based filtering for recommendation task. Where,
in collaborative filtering method, items are recommended on
the basis of users behavior. Some examples of CF are nearest

neighboring modeling [13], matrix factorization, singular value
decomposition, non-negative matrix factorization is used to
handle data sparsity problem by using item collaborative
filtering, user collaborative filtering or both [14].
Probabilistic matrix factorization has been proposed in [15],
where the performance is much better than SVD. A variety of
techniques have been developed to upgrade the performance of
PMF by considering the auxiliary information and introduce
Bayesian and Generalized version of PMF [16]–[19].
Trust-aware collaborative filtering is proposed in [8] which
utilizes CF to provide recommendation on the basis of trusted
users with other trusted users, indoor to handle malicious users
in the system which effect the accuracy of recommendation.
Eigen taste algorithm is proposed which utilizes global queries
to extract user ratings and apply principal component analysis
PCA for making recommendations. Content-based filtering is
another technique used for recommendation task, it recommends items on the basis of content (side information) of
items.
In [20], authors proposed a method known as Metaproduct2vec, which utilizes the side information by adding it
to previously developed product2vec approach which utilizes
synergy of local product information for generating distributed
representation and neglect metadata information of item available only on training time in Meta-product2vec method which
improves a recommendation performance. Content-based filtering PRES technique is proposed in [21] to recommend small
home improvement articles. It basically makes recommendations by comparing user profiles with available document
contents. However, they cannot handle data sparsity efficiently.
Hybrid approaches have been developed by researchers with
unite good features of both collaborative and content-based
recommendation to overcome the limitations of CF and CBF
[2].
Restricted Boltzmann Machine is used by [22] to find similarity between items and then map them into collaborative
filtering. Considering the cross-domain matrix factorization
coordinate system transfer method has been introduced in [23].
A cross-domain recommendation has been studied in [24],
where no mutual user or item exists among cross domains.
The proposed generative model for finding similar group
between different domains. A multi-view deep neural network
(MVDNN) model has been proposed to solve cold starch
problem in [25], which maps user and item view in shared
space. User features are obtained from browsing the history
of users and recommend movies on the basis of maximum
similarity with user.
HFT model is proposed in [12] which uses a topic modeling
technique. The proposed model is the combination of latent
dimension and latent review topics for interpreting rating dimension of either item or user reviews and results showed that
technique outperforms as compared to other models that only
used rating or review. Collaborative deionized auto encoder
(CDAE) is proposed in [26] to handle/predict top-N recommendation by using user rating matrix, not considering side
information such as reviews. A unified model proposed in [11]
combines collaborative filtering and content-based filtering to
solve cold starch problem. It uses a topic modeling techniques
from user reviews to improve recommendation results.
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LDA was proposed in [34], which is basically a topic modeling
technique to capture latent topics and to address the limitation
of word vector which are represented locally using w2v [36].
TWE was proposed in [35] to predict the context of words
using topic and allow those words to have different word vector
representations having different topics. Lda2vec is proposed
by Moody in [33], which solves the limitation of previously
mentioned techniques by considering both local and global
meaning of documents. It integrates LDA and Word2vec to
build context vector during training by utilizing both document
vector and topic vector.

can minimize the regularized square error loss by using both
user and item latent factors U = (uu )pu=1 and I = (ii )qi=1 as
shown in equation.
min Σp,q (Aui − Upt .Iq )2 + λu ||Up ||2 + λv ||Iq ||2
u,i

(2)

Where λu and λv are the parameters used for regularization,actual rating prediction Aui > ZERO if user rated an item
and it will be zero if user dose’nt rate item.To predict weather
user rated an item or not equation is given below:
Pui = (UTp .Iq )

(3)

Recently, a deep learning technique has gained much importance in artificial intelligence, speech recognition and machine
learning domain. These techniques are widely used for developing a recommender system using both collaborative and
content-based filtering. A deep learning technique is used in
[27] termed as Marginalized De-noising Auto-encoder (MDA),
which integrates PMF and Margined Deionized auto-encoder
to learn latent representation of items by neglecting randomly
corrupted feature and reduces computational cost of training.

For user latent vector, the contextual topics from Lda2vec,
user-contents (Y), and epsilon variable as zero-mean spherical
Gaussian noise to optimize latent factor of user are considered.

In [28], researchers used a deep learning approach called
Hybrid-CF and content-based music recommendation which
learn latent factors from music content using matrix factorization and apply deep learning techniques to regenerate them for
better songs recommending. Deep Conn model is proposed in
[29] which uses both user and item embedding as latent model
of user and item and model interactions between them by
applying factorization machines. It uses two neural networks
and maps them into shared layer for making recommendations.
The proposed model generates a vector representation of user
and item content by utilizes side information along with rating
data. It combines deep neural networks (CNN) along with topic
modeling (Lda2vec) for the generation of user and item latent
factors to improve recommender system accuracy.

P (U |Y, λu ) = Πpu N (Up |Lda2vec(Y ), λu Id )

III.

P ROPOSED M ETHODOLOGY

The proposed model is discussed in this section, which
mainly consists of two steps. At first, the probabilistic matrix
factorization is used to combine both topic modeling and deep
learning technique. PMF unites Lda2vec and CNN for utilizing
both rating and review information (user side review and item
side review). Furthermore, CNN model was introduced which
was used for generating item latent factor and LDa2vec model
used for generating user latent factors. The overview of the
proposed system is demonstrated in Fig. 1.

Up = Lda2vec(Y) + p

(4)

p ≈ N (0, λu Id )

(5)

Consequently, a conditional distribution for user latent factor
is represented as:
(6)

Similar to user latent factor, for an item latent factor the
weights of CNN (W) along with item-contents (X), epsilon
variable and Gaussian noise is used and can be represented
as:
Iq = CN N (W, X) + p
(7)
p ≈ N (0, λv Id )

(8)

Conditional distribution for item latent factor is represented as:
P (I|W, X, λv ) = Πqi N (Iq |CN N (W, Y ), λv Id )

(9)

For both user-item latent factors, weight of CNN (W) along
with user-item-contents document (Y, X) and Gaussian noise
is used.
Pui ≈ N (UTp .Iq , cpq )
(10)
In (10) cpq is a confidence parameter whose larger value
represents more accurate rating. If Aui > 0 i.e. user p rated
an item q, and if Aui = 0 i.e. user does not rated any item.
The aforementioned details explained how PMF can deal with
unknown ratings in the sparse rating matrix.
B. Convolutional Neural Network Model for Content Generation

As model integrates CNN and Lda2vec into PMF, based
on which the PMF model explanation is considered first. Probabilistic matrix factorization (PMF) is a matrix factorization
technique used to represent both user and items in shared d
dimensional latent space where user and item latent vector can
be represented as up ∈ Adui iq ∈ Adui .In order to predict whether
user will like an item or not, dot product of both user and
item latent features will be represented as Pui = (UTp .Iq ).Thus
conditional distribution of predicted ratings is given as:

The objective is to exploit contextual information for regularizing user and item latent factors in matrix factorization for
this convolutional neural network (CNN) is utilized to generate
content embedding of both users and items. Embedding Layer
of CNN can convert unprocessed documents into meaningful
numeral matrix based on the dimension/size of words. It is
initialized with fast text [31] to generate content embedding
of items and convert it into dense matrix which is used as an
input document. Item are represented as a sequence of word
vectors. Item-content with n words having s dimension can be
represented in ID (input document) as:

P (Aui |U, I, σ 2 ) = Πpu Πqi N (Pui |utp .iq , σ 2 )

ID = we1 ⊕ we2 ⊕ we3 ⊕ · · · wen

A. Probabilistic Matrix Factorization

2

(1)

Where N (x|µ, σ ) is Gaussian normal distribution,probability
density function with mean and variance.The proposed model

(11)

where we is word embedding,⊕ shows concatenation operation
to maintain order or words in input documents these techniques
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Fig. 1. Proposed Model Diagram

will solve the problems in traditional bags-of-words model.In
convolutional Layer contextual information of words present in
review document was captured. Various window sizes are used
to get content from documents because convolutional kernel
determines the number of surrounding words.It consists of m
neurons to apply convolutional operation on word vectors of
each document ID to get new features. Each neuron m in
convolution kernel Lm ∈ <s×t is passed through different
window size t and s dimensional word vectors represented
in the equation as:
Hm = f (ID ⊗ Lm + bm )

Om = max[H1 , H2 , H3 , · · · , Hn−t+1 ]

(14)

O = [o1 , o2 , o3 · · · , or ]

(15)

(12)

where Hm represents the feature map in convolutional
layer,⊗represents convolutional operation, bm represents bias
which could be any real number, and f represents the activation
function which could be sigmoid, ReLU and tanh. In this
work, ReLU is taken as activation function to dodge vanishing
gradient problem then (12) will become:
Hm = ReLU (ID ⊗ Lm + bm )

captured and considered as most important features for rating
prediction. It ignores extra contextual features in the convolutional layer and handles the dynamic length of document by
providing new fixed-length feature vectors which will improve
the performance of system as shown in (14). Only one feature
is extracted from one kernel so different filters of various
window sizes have been used to get multiple features and the
output vector is represented as (16).

(13)

A M ax − P oolingOperation is performed on specific kernel
Hm to obtain maximum features from convolutional layer.
Each feature mapped which has the highest value can be

where r represent the number of convolutional kernels.
In OutputLayer, top features from the max-pooling layer
ought to be converted in require assignment. These high-level
feature O are passed to d− dimensional vector space of user
and item by using non-linear projection:
E = tanh(M2 × tanh(M1 × +b1 ) + b2 )

(16)

Where M1 and M2 are the projection matrix, b1 and b2 are
bias functions. The aforementioned process can change crude
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documents as an input document and return latent vectors of
d-dimension as output.
Iq = CN N (W, X)

(17)

Lda2vec captures topics both locally and globally, which are
further combined with deep learning techniques to improve
rating predictions. After getting latent factors of both users and
item model initialize PMF which analyze reviews and rating
to provide better recommendation to users.

C. LDA2VEC for Topic Extracting
Lda2vec is the combination of word2vec model (Natural
Language Modeling tool) with most commonly used topic
modeling technique LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) to
utilize best features from both [33]. Lda2vec model combines “globality” and “locality” idea of word prediction from
word2vec and LDA. Lda2vec summed up word embedding
with LDA vectors and compare them with latent word topics.
Finally, the conditional probability model is applied to predict
final topics. Thus model predicts words from not only the given
context but also from the probability of coexistence of other
words. For local word prediction, (18) is utilized.
P = (Ptar |Ppiv )

(18)

Where Ptar is target word and Ppiv is pivot word probability
respectively.While for global word prediction (19) is used.
P = (Ptar |Ptopic )

(19)

IV.

Algorithm proposed in this research is evaluated and compared with already proposed state of the art model. Model
exercised a five-fold cross-validation test to check the accuracy
of rating prediction.
A. Dataset Preprocessing
In this paper, Amazon dataset1 is used which has 22
further sub-categories of products. It consists of reviews and
product meta-data. In this experiment, four different datasets of
Amazon instant video, auto motives, health and personal care
and Kindle store (AIV, Auto, HPC, KS) are used to evaluate the
performance of proposed model. It has 142.8 million reviews
covering May 1996 - July 2014. K-core dataset is used in these
experiments, which means each user and item has K reviews.
Table I below show the statistic of dataset.

Where Ptopic is topic probability,for which Lda2vec is used
that predict both locally and globally as:
P = (Ptar |Ppiv + Ptopic + Pdocument )

(20)

Where Pdocument is a sparse LDA vector, Ptopic is contextual
topics, Ppiv is pivot word.Procedure describes above uses
Lda2vec model as a function that takes inputs from usercontent and returns user latent vector. An obtained latent vector
is supplemented with semantics content enriched with topic
contents. So the resultant user latent vector can be represented
as:
Up = Lda2vec(Topic, Y)
(21)
D. Hybrid Model of CNN and Topic Modeling
In a proposed model, a description document of both users
and items (which have reviews written by user to specific
items) is utilized. User contents provide information regarding users interests whether they like or dislike a particular
product while item contents provided information about item
properties. The proposed model is termed as Hybrid model of
convolutional neural network [30] and topic modeling for recommender system as it combines both mentioned techniques
into probabilistic matrix factorization to acquire latent factors
of both user and item so that a better recommendation can
be provided. It concurrently learns the dense word vectors
using Dirichlet distributed topic mixture [33]. Union of CNN
(deep learning technique) + Lda2vec (topic modeling technique) allows system to get more global features and provides
better understanding of the review document. CNN is used to
capture contextual information and Lda2vec is used to capture
topic information available in review text. These extracted
features along with topic details provide good understanding
of memory and model-based collaborative filtering. To provide
more efficient and accurate recommendations model further
utilizes PMF which outperforms on sparse, imbalance and
large datasets. Experimental results show the effectiveness of
the above proposed model [15].

P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION

TABLE I. T HE STATISTICS OF A MAZON DATASETS
Datasets
AIV
KS
Auto
HPC

No.of Users
5130
68223
2928
38609

No.of Items
1685
61934
1835
18534

No.of Ratings
37126
982618
20473
346355

No.of Reviews
37126
982618
20473
346355

Scale
[1 - 5]
[1 - 5]
[1 - 5]
[1 - 5]

For evaluating performance of the proposed model, the dataset
splits into three categories (i.e. training, validation, and testing
sets) using ratio of 80%, 10%, and 10%. As it requires
reviews of both users and items rating predictions. Real dataset
contains reviews of both (user and item) in single item. First
user-content and item-content are separated, then every user
and item is represented in a sequence of reviews. Furthermore, the data is pre-processed by removing stop words, tdidf vectorization is used to remove words from document
whose frequency is 0.5, fixing the vocabulary size to 8000,
setting maximum length of document l200, and introduce
two thresholds tc = 0.5 and tr = 0.8 to control the number
of sequence for each user/item and to control the length of
the sentences in each user/item. Items having min-rating is
1 removed along with all other items who have no ratings
to get more accurate and precise recommendations. This preprocessed information is then passed to fast text [31] word
embedding technique to produce vector representation of users
and items. For CNN fast text model is initialized with built-in
sentences with min-count = 1, dimension size d = 200. Various
window size [3-5] is used in convolutional layer of CNN model
with dropout ratio to avoid over fitting problem. The number
of epochs is fixed to 1 and batch size of 128, 256, and 512.
Embedding layer is initialized with these word vectors to get
contextual features items. For Lda2vec window size = 1 is used
to collect every word surrounds the pivot words. To clean and
tokenized user-content the script is removed, preprocess and
corpus functions of Lda2vec is applied as pre-trained model.
1 http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/
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After getting contextual information in the form of user and
item latent vectors PMF is initialized with these latent vectors
which play a vital role in improving prediction accuracy.
B. Evaluation Matrices
Different types of evaluation techniques have been used in
literature to check the performance of recommender system
[32]. Evaluation matrices are divided into three categories:
1) Prediction matrices (MAE, RMSE)
2) Classification matrices (RECALL, PRECISION)
3) Rank Measure (Measuring ordering of items performed by
recommender system).
In experiments RMSE is used for rating predictions and can
be calculated as:
r

2
1
RM SE =
Σu,i Aui − Pui
(22)
N
Where; Aui is actual ratings,Pui is predicted ratings,N represent total number of ratings,u represent user,i represent item.
Miminum value of RMSE represent better rating prediction.

(a) Amazon Instant Video

Along with RMSE, Precision and Recall metrics are also used
as evaluation matrices to measure the quality of recommendation. Two classes namely relevant (have rating >=3) and
irrelevant (have rating <3) are defined to recommend items to
users.
truepositive
P recision =
(23)
truepositive + f alsepositive
Recall =

truepositive
truepositive + f alsenegative

(b) Kindle Store

(24)

Where; truepositive means recommend relevant item to
user,f alsepositive means recommend irrelevant item to user
,f alsenegative means relevant items are not recommended to
user.
C. Results and Discussions
Experimental environment of this research is Ubuntu platform, with core i7-7700 CPU, 2 GPU, 16 GB RAM, 2
TB Disk. All implementation is done in python for CNN
implementation which uses Keras framework with tensor flow
at back end. Extensive set of experiments is performed on the
Amazon dataset to study the impact of two different parameters
latent factors and convolutional kernels. In Fig. 2 and Fig. 3
latent factors varies from 10 to 50 and convolutional kernels
vary from 50 to 200 to check sensitivity of the proposed model
against those parameters. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 shows a decreased
RMSE which improves rating prediction accuracy.

(c) Health and Personal Care

For top-N recommendation, the precision and recall matrices have been computed, which divides data into two classes as
relevant and irrelevant classes. Rating above three or equals to
three are considered as relevant items and all remaining items
who have ratings less than this threshold value are considered
as irrelevant items. Fig. 4 shows the performance of proposed
model in terms of top-N recommendation.
The performance of proposed model is evaluated by using
different parameter settings and results are shown in Table II
which displays RMSE of all datasets and overall performance
of the proposed model with other models PMF [15], ConvMF

(d) Automotives

Fig. 2. Performance of Proposed Model on Datasets with different Latent
Factors (D)
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(a) Amazon Instant Video

(a) Amazon Instant Video

(b) Kindle Store

(b) Kindle Store

(c) Health and Personal Care

(c) Health and Personal Care

(d) Automotives

(d) Automotives

Fig. 3. Performance of Proposed Model on Datasets with different
Convolutional Kernels.
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[30] and DeepConn [29]. RMSE of PMF in aiv dataset ≈
1.2098, ConvMF ≈ 1.0159(aiv) and in DeepConn ≈1.0122.
This shows that ConvMF gains better performance then PMF
it means that by considering side information recommendation
accuracy has been improved. PMF uses only rating data.
ConvMF used both ratings data along with side information of
items but they neglect side information of user side which plays
a vital role in rating prediction.Moreover,DeepConn utilizes
side information of both user and item contents which bring
better results and improve recommendation accuracy.
In Table II result shows that DeepConn-Item, DeepConnUser and DeepConn-Both outperform ConvMF in terms of
RMSE.Results depict that taking advantage of both user and
item content embedding give more efficient and stronger recommender systems. This might be substantiated by comparing
HCCTM-Both with HCCTM-User, HCCTM-Items and in contrast with DeepConn-Items, DeepConn-Users and DeepConnBoth, ConvMF and PMF. HCCTM-Both improves HCCTMUser and HCCTM-Item on AIV dataset by 2.45% and 16%
respectively. Similarly, HCCTM-Both outperform DeepConnBoth, ConvMF and PMF by 19.42%,28.79%,39.18% on AIV
dataset respectively. Similar trend can be seen in remaining
datasets.
Proposed paradigm considers information of both user and
items content to improve the accuracy of ratings predicting.
Finally, evidence shows that proposed model outperform ConvMF, PMF and DeepConn. RMSE has improved significantly
which depicts that by using the topic information along with
neural networks, provide a more accurate and effective recommender system.
TABLE II. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS OF O UR P ROPOSED MODEL WITH
OTHER M ODELS
Dataset →
M odels ↓

AIV
RM SE

KS
RM SE

HP C
RM SE

Automotive
RM SE

P MF
ConvM F
DeepCoN N − Items
DeepCoN N − U sers
DeepCoN N − Both
HCCT M − Items
HCCT M − U ser
HCCT M − Both

1.2098
1.0159
1.0142
1.0144
1.0122
0.9779
0.8425
0.8180

0.9657
0.9374
0.9184
0.9187
0.9046
0.8015
0.7546
0.6531

1.3348
1.2308
1.2183
1.2185
1.2036
1.0892
1.0318
0.9833

1.1124
0.9178
0.9134
0.9137
0.9113
0.9026
0.8234
0.7591

improvement so for further research,examination and incorporation of time factor to generate user and item latent will
be evaluated. Also, it would be interesting to eliminate noise
problems in the recommender system as it will affect the
performance of the recommender system.
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model is applicable to other datasets having both user and item
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model performs much better when compared with other state
of the art model (i.e. PMF and ConvMF). The aforementioned
technique can effectively learn latent factors for both user and
item, thus provides high accuracy and better performance.But
briefly reiterated the facts that there may be room for more
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